Energy-saving sugar beet pulp drying sweetens the production cost balance
Low temperature belt dryer with Conducto belts in the sugar industry

Picture 1: During the so-called sugar beet campaign the Austrian sugar producer AGRANA processes 25 truckloads per hour.

Picture 2: Low temperature belt dryer produced by the company Swiss Combi.

Picture 3: Low temperature belt dryers with woven mesh process belts manufactured by GKD reduce the energy consumption of the beet pulp drying process.

Picture 4: After the sugar has been extracted, the leftover beet pulp is dried and sold as animal feed.
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Picture 5: GKD's feeder for the initial installation of belts.

Picture 6: The patented GKD PAD seam connects the ends of the endless process belt.

Picture 7: In spite of their small mesh aperture, the Conducto 5065 belts are extremely air permeable.

Picture 8: André Wicki, highly experienced product manager for low temperature belt dryers at Swiss Combi.

Picture 9: Stefan Szymkiewicz, project manager responsible for handling LTDs in Austria and Germany.
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